Abstract-The coordinate acquisition of curve seam in robotic laser welding is becoming very important due to its strict demands for high accuracy and high speed. The precision of the coordinates of curve seam is crucial to guarantee the welding quality. This paper presents an approach by using Ghosal's algorithm based on orthogonal Zernike moments for acquiring the coordinates of welding seam which is sine wave in shape. Firstly, two edges of the seam are detected by the edge detection algorithm based on Zernike moments. Then, by using median algorithmˈa new sine curve connected with a string of single-pixel can be generated from the two detected seam edges. Secondly, the sub-pixel level coordinates of the sine seam are extracted. In the end, experiments have been implemented and results show that the approach is feasible.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of the laser technology, the laser welding system controlled by a robot has been widely applied in automobile industry. However, during the laser beam welding process there are deviations between the programming and the real path of a welding seam. This case occurs due to the extreme tolerances required on both joint preparation and geometrical tolerance of the weld-parts. In order to find a solution to compensating for the deviations, a variety of sensing techniques such as mechanical, electrical, sonic, magnetic, and optical sensors have been proposed [1] . Among those sensing techniques, the vision sensing have become the most popular approach because it can obtain more information about the seam and can gain better accuracy than other methods.In sensor-guided robotic laser welding system, one or two cameras are used to capture the original image of the welding blank, and then information of the welding seam coordinate are extracted by the transform from the camera coordinate system to the basal coordinate system of the robot. Finally, the welding robot can compensate the trajectory error by calculating the seam coordinates obtained from vision sensing system.
In order to attain the 3-D coordinate of the welding seam in the basal coordinate system of the robot, the first task is to extract the position of welding seam from the original image of the welding blank. The welding seam in the image shows as two edges because the gray around the welding seam isn't continuous. The result of the acquisition of the 3-D information for welding robot depends on the welding seam edge extraction [2] . In gray level images discontinuities in image intensity profiles are called edges. Detection of these discontinuities is an essential step in many machine vision tasks. The accuracy of the coordinate of each seam point is decided by the accuracy of the edge detection.
Early pixel-level edge detection methods employed local operators to approximately compute the first derivative or gradient of the image in the spatial domain. The locations of local maxima of the first derivative are considered to be edge points. Prewitt and Sobel operators are example of the gradient-based edge detectors [3] . Narr and hidreth proposed the laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) operator for zero-crossingbased edge detection. Haralick suggested a zero-crossing edge detector based on the facet model for detecting the step edges. Canny derived an optimal edge detector which maximizes the product of SNR and the localization measure on onedimension [4] .
The geometric moments were used for extracting features that can represent patterns in early time. The scale, translation and rotation invariance properties has made the moment functions become very useful in many pattern recognition applications. However, geometric moments do not have the property of orthogonality and the features have some degree of redundancy [5] . The Zernike is an orthogonal moments which can extract a set of features in which every feature can represent unique information about an image. Zernike moments have better performance compared to geometric moments. In addition, Zernike moments are defined in polar coordinates and their magnitude information remains unchanged under rotation which cannot be achieved by geometric moments. The Zernike moments are invariant under image rotation when they are computed from the original analog images. Ghosal and Mehrotra suggested a set of Zernke moment-based operators for sub-pixel step edge detection and also proposed an extension for pixel-level edge detection [6] .
In this paper, the edge detection theory based on the Zernike moment and its improved arithmetic is presented in detail [3, 7] . On the basis of the improved Zernike moment, the two edges of the sine seam is made into only one edge 1-4244-1531-4/07/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE.
connected with a string of single sub-level pixels by thin and unity algorithm. Finally, the coordinate information of sine is extracted.
II. THE PRESENTATION OF EDGE DETECTON BASED ON ZERNIKE MOMENTS

A. The Zernike Moments
The Zernike moments are defined over a set of complex polynomials which forms a complete orthogonal set over the unit circle x y
The complex polynomials nm V can be expressed in polar coordinated ( , ) ρ θ as
where 0 n ≥ , and
is an even positive integer, 
B. The Edge Detection based the Zernike Moments[3]
An important property of Zernike moments is that their values for an image and for its rotated version have a simple relation-ship. If an image is rotated by an angleφ , the Zernike moments of the original image vu A and the ZERNIKE moments of the rotated image ' vu A are related as
It is clear from equation (5) that Zernike moments acquire only a phase shift on image rotation, and hence their magnitudes remain constant. Consider an ideal step edge, shown in Fig.1 , which is the original image and the rotated image. k is the step height. h is the background gray level and l is the perpendicular distance from the centre of the circular kernel.
The orthogonal complex polynomials 00 V , 11 V and 20 V s can be written as [8] [9] A , respectively. Therefore 
C. The Mask Ccoefficient of the Zernike Moments
The Zernike moments are estimated by correlating the image elements with the masks. The mask coefficient can be computed by making ( , ) 1 f x y = [2-3].so 
From above, we can write the sub-pixel coordination as following [2] . 
III. THE ALGORITHM OF THE SEAM COORDINATE ACQUISITION
The visual sensor has become a useful robotic sensor because it has non-contact sensing capability and can provide abundant information. In our research, we directly viewed the welding seam using a camera. The seam image captured by the camera is transferred to the memory of the computer, and then the computer processes the image and extracts the position and coordinate of the sine welding seam. The algorithm about the seam coordinate acquisition is as follow.
A. Median Filtering
A median filter is adopted to remove the noise because it is effective for removing salt and pepper and impulse noise while retaining image details. [3] a) Calculate masks of 5 5 × size using circular limits of integration as shown in equation (15-17). b) Convolve these masks with the image points of the welding seam to get Zernike moments 00 11 20 , , A A A . c) The direction of the edge at a particular image point can be evaluated φ from equation (8) . 
B. Edge Detection based on Zernike Moments
C. Thinning
Thinning is an operation of the image-processing in which binary-valued image regions are reduced to lines that approximate their center lines, [10] . The purpose of thinning is to obtain the position information of the center line of seam. In our experiment, Fig.2 The original image of the sine welding seam Fig.4 The sine seam after edge detection by Zernike moments Fig.6 The coordinates of the sine seam in 3-D environment a new center line connected with a string of single-pixel can be generated from the two edges of the seam.
D. The Coordinate Extraction of the Sine Welding Seam
After having completed above steps, the center line of welding seam is obtained as shown in Fig 5. The rows and the columns of the welding seam can be considered as the coordinates of the corresponding seam points. From equation (18), the subpixel level coordinates can be calculated. 
IV. THE EXPERIMENT
In this section the experiment is designed. Two automobile welding blanks with material of DC06Z and thickness of 1.5mm were put together to form a sine welding seam. An industrial CCD-camera with type of MUC1000m is used to capture the intensity image of the welding seam with 576 by 900 pixels. The Fig.2 is the original image of the welding seam. From the Fig.2 we can find that there are many The table I and table II is I  and table II. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a sine welding seam coordinate acquisition approach based on the orthogonal complex moment edge detection is proposed. The extracted seam coordinates can reach the accuracy of the sub-pixel. The approach proposed consist of the edge detection by Zernike moments edge detection, the thin of the edge, the unity of the two edges, the extraction of the seam coordinates during continual pixel points. The sub-pixel accuracy of the seam coordinates can meet the demand of the robotic laser welding with high velocities. Compared to other pixel-level detection operators, the Zernike moment is more available for the high precision need such as robotic laser welding. However, there are also some problems need to be settled in this approach in the future. The realtime processing of the image and how generate the real path of seam by the obtained coordinates needs to be researched next step.
